
Discussion 1: RStudio (and a preview of descriptive statistics)

1. TA RStudio demonstration:

(a) Make a “statistics” folder.

(b) Solve HW1 (posted at our website). Close RStudio. Navigate to HW1.html and mention
that it is the file to upload to Canvas.

(c) Write TA.Rmd:

i. Use File > New File > R Markdown. Click OK. Select and delete everything in
the new file. Write your name, a blank line, and “mean and median:”. Use
File > Save As to save it as TA.Rmd in your statistics folder. Use
File > Knit Document to create TA.html.

ii. Use Code > Insert Chunk. Paste this code into the R code chunk:

# Use the c() ("combine") function to combine numbers into a vector;

# save it in a new variable called "hp".

hp = c(120, 110, 93, 98, 175, 85, 100, 245, 62) # horsepowers of 9 cars

mean(hp) # find the mean (average) of the horsepowers

median(hp) # find the median horsepower

Run File > Knit Document again.

iii. Add “histogram:” at the bottom of the file.

iv. Use Code > Insert Chunk. Paste this code into the R code chunk:

hist(hp) # make a histogram of the horsepowers

Knit. Note the lousy main title. Revise the hist() line to this:

hist(hp, main="car horspower")

Knit. Note the nice title. Add this line in the histogram code chunk:

rug(hp) # add the data points themselves to the histogram

Knit. Count the number of points on each side of the median.

v. Add “boxplot:” at the bottom of the file.

vi. Use Code > Insert Chunk. Paste this code into the R code chunk:

boxplot(hp, horizontal=TRUE) # make a boxplot

rug(hp) # add data points to boxplot

Knit. Note how the boxplot marks the median and the two outliers.

(d) Delete the ) in the hist() command. Knit. Restore the ). Knit.

(e) Delete the closing " in the hist() command. Knit. Pretend you do not know the
cause of the error. Create a new bug.Rmd file. Copy code into it from TA.Rmd, knitting
frequenly, and isolate the broken line. Fix TA.Rmd and Knit.



2. Student practice (with help from TAs and peers):

Open a new R Markdown file, select and delete everything, write your name, save the file as
discussion1.Rmd, and Knit it.

Add R code chunks to your script to do the following tasks, Knitting after each change.

(a) Here are the heights, in feet, of the highest points in the 50 United States:

2413,20310,12637,2753,14505,14440,2379,447,345,4784,13803,12668,1235,

1257,1671,4041,4145,535,5270,3360,3489,1979,2302,807,1772,12807,5427,

13147,6288,1803,13167,5343,6684,3508,1549,4975,11249,3213,811,3560,

7244,6643,8751,13534,4395,5729,14417,4863,1951,13809

Use c() to put them in an R vector called h.

(b) Run sort(h) to sort your vector. What is the smallest height? What is the largest?
(Do you know which states these are?)

(c) Find the average height. Find the median height.

(d) Plot the heights via stripchart(h).

(e) Use boxplot(h, horizontal=TRUE), to make a boxplot of the heights. Use rug(h) to
add the data points themselves to the boxplot. Which half of the data (left or right)
extends further? (The data are said to be skewed in that direction.)

(f) Use hist(h) to make a histogram of the heights. Use rug() again to add the data points
to the histogram.

(g) Ask your neighbor to introduce a small error into your file. Knit. Scan the (opaque)
error message. Try the process of copying code into a new blank file and Knitting to
isolate the erroneous line.

UW computer labs have RStudio:
https://it.wisc.edu/about/division-of-information-technology/computer-lab-locations

RStudio should be in the Start menu. (It is also at C:\Program Files\RStudio\bin\rstudio.exe.)

https://it.wisc.edu/about/division-of-information-technology/computer-lab-locations

